
T H E P A I N T E D C H A M B E R A T W E S T M I N S T E R 

B y P A M E L A T U D O R - C R A I G 

The Painted Chamber in Westminster Palace is the central problem of English 
13th century painting. The combined Audience and Bed Chamber of Henry I l l ' s 
chief palace, it had in its day the most important, and no doubt the most influential, 
ensemble of domestic wall-painting in England. B y happy coincidence, it remains 
the only room of its kind and stature for which we have substantial visual as well 
as documentary records. These have been fully and frequently published1, yet 
the Painted Chamber remains elusive. We know a good deal about it, but not nearly 
enough. Where certainty is precluded, hypothesis may be allowed: this article 
claims to put forward nothing more substantial than hypotheses. If they are found 
to be reasonable, in keeping with what we know of the period and of Henry III, 
then some of them may be accepted. 

The problems arising are complex, so for ease of reference the bare bones of 
the case will be set out here: 

I. MURALS KNOWN THROUGH 19TH CENTURY COPIES 
(a) An extensive and detailed series of Old Testament illustrations, arranged in 

six superimposed horizontal layers, each with a band of inscriptions. 
(b) Two pairs of Virtues and Vices, and St. Edward with the Pilgrim, on the splays 

of the three side windows. 
(c) The Coronation of the Confessor over the bed and the entrance to the Oratory. 
(d) Soldier Guardians flanking the Royal Bed. 

II. OTHER SUBJECTS MENTIONED IN RECORDS 
(a) A Bestiary on the wainscot (discontinued in 1236) beneath the Magna Historia. 
(b) A Calendar round the mouldings of the fireplace, painted or renewed in 1259 

(most probably renewed). Destroyed before the end of the Middle Ages. 
(c) A Mappa Mundi, mentioned by Matthew Paris, 1250-55. 
(d) The Four Evangelists, each upon a Hon, one on each wall, added 1243. 
(e) A Jesse Tree over the fireplace, added 1259. 

1 See especially J. G. Rokewode: 'A Memoir 
of the Painted Chamber in the Palace of West-
minster, chiefly in illustration of Mr. Charles 
Stothard's Series of Drawings' (1842), reprinted 
with plates from Stothard's drawings in Vetusta 
Monumenta V I (1885); Brayley and Britten: 
History and Description of the Houses of Parlia-
ment and Ancient Edifices of Westminster 
(London, 1835); W . R. L e t h a b y : 'The Painted 
Chamber and the Early Masters of the West-
minster School', Burlington Magazine V I I , 
April-September, 1905, 257 ff. (illustrated); 
E. F. Jacobs: 'The Reign of Henry I I I : Some 
Suggestions', Trs. Royal Historical Soc., 4th 
Ser., X (1927), 21-53; Maurice Hastings: 
Parliament House: The Chambers of the House 
of Commons (London, 1950); Francis Wormald: 
'Paintings in Westminster A b b e y and Contem-
porary Paintings', Proc. British Academy X X X V 

(1949), 161-76; and E. W . Tristram: English 
Medieval Wall-Painting: The Thirteenth Century 
(Oxford, 1950). This magnificent publication 
contains (567-73), all the documentary material 
quoted in this article, and a full bibliography. 
Tristram's Plates, Vol. II, 16-25, a r e from his 
own reconstructions of the Painted Chamber 
murals, of which the originals are in the House 
of Lords, but his supplementary Plates 1 3 - 1 6 
are from Stothard's watercolours. 

This list is not a Bibliography, but an indica-
tion of those publications most heavi ly drawn 
upon in the writing of this article. M y debt 
to the last two is both evident and large: it is 
lighter, however, than my debt to Professor 
Wormald himself for his criticism and guidance. 
I should like to thank him here, and at the same 
time express my gratitude to Dr. Whinney for 
reading and correcting the manuscript. 



The Painted Chamber, elevations and details 
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The Painted Chamber from the south. Watercolour by William Capon, 1799 
(By permission of the Society of A ntiquaries of London) 
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III. DOCUMENTED CHRONOLOGY 
(i) Major activity in progress, 1236-37. 

(ii) A fire in 1262, leading to repainting, 1262-65. 
(iii) Emendations and additions, 1265-72. 
(iv) Further expenditure recorded, 1289-94, and more spasmodically until 1307. 

The correlation of these periods of activity with the paintings of which we have copies 
is in some respects fairly certain: the Coronation of the Confessor is known to be one of 
the additions of the years 1265-72 (almost certainly of 1266-67), and the Virtues and Vices, 
though they might be as late as 1294, are not held by anyone to be earlier than 1262. 
The Old Testament scenes, on the other hand, while perhaps retouched after the fire of 
1262, are generally assumed to be basically of 1236. The chief argument in support of 
this assumption is an equation of this cycle with the Magna Historia mentioned in 1236. 
But we do not know the extent of the fire of 1262, nor can we be confident that any of the 
paintings listed under (II) above—and all recorded before 1260—survived it. If the 
Magna Historia of 1236 were not the Old Testament scenes of the copies, what was it? 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE PAINTED CHAMBER 
Mr. Howard Colvin is engaged upon a publication of the history of the architecture 

of Westminster Palace during the reign of Henry III, so it will not be necessary here to 
give a full account of the room whose decoration is under discussion. The plan (fig. 1) 
though taken at ground floor level, indicates the position of the Painted Chamber in relation 
to the rest of the palace early in the life of Henry III, standing above the undercroft at 
the south-east end of the palace. The plan shows the windows and vaulting of the 
undercroft, but the relationship between the two superimposed rooms can be seen in 
the elevations at the top of PI. XV. The salient fact which emerges from the plan is that 
the Painted Chamber, 80 ft. 6 ins. long, 26 ft. wide and 31 ft. high, was an awkwardly 
proportioned room, not mean in size, but dwarfed by the scale of the existing Great Hall. 

Fig. 1. The Palace of Westminster in the 12th century 

The page of architectural details (PI. XV) from Smith's Antiquities of Westminster 
(1797), taken in conjunction with William Capon's watercolour of 1799, one of two belonging 
to the Society of Antiquaries (PI. XVI), gives a more vivid impression of the room. The 
combination of round and pointed openings, with deep, irregular splays, suggests a 12th 
century structure altered in the 13th century. Since the tracery is plate rather than bar, 
and since bar tracery was used in Westminster Abbey from 1245, these windows were 
almost certainly added before 1245. A third window on the side wall was blocked before 
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the end of the 18th century, but the outline of it could still be seen in 1799 upon the inner 
wall. On Smith's external side elevation, the springers of the vault of the Oratory added 
by Henry III, at an angle to the room, can be seen among a jumble of later accretions. 
The mouldings of the doorway (bottom right-hand corner of PI. XV) resemble, in their 
almost triangular curve, the openings of the Chapter House region of the Abbey, built 
under the immediate supervision of Master Alberic, c. 1250-55, and also of a section of 
arcading from Westminster Palace, now to be found in the courtyard of the Soane Museum1. 
The east wall of the Painted Chamber was apparently thinner and more homogeneous 
than the side walls. It might have been entirely rebuilt in the 13th century. Upon 
the inside face of it there were two stone angel brackets of late medieval type (middle 
left-hand side of PI. XV) which once, no doubt, supported statues. These statues would 
have encroached upon the painted decoration if at the time of their erection the window 
wall were completely painted. The fireplace seems to have been of approximately the 
same date as the angel brackets; both features, and these alone, indicate modifications in 
the room between 1300 and the end of the Middle Ages. The subsequent history of the 
Painted Chamber is well known. In 1800 wall paintings were revealed behind the tapestries 
seen in Capon's view, but they were not finally recovered until 18192. In that year the 
whitewash was removed, and the 13th century murals were carefully copied by Stothard 
and Croker3. In 1834 the room, with most of the rest of the old Palace of Westminster, 
was gutted in the notorious fire, and what remained was afterwards cleared away. One 
wooden patera from the ceiling survives in the Soane Museum. 

THE WATERCOLOUR COPIES 
Thomas Crofton Croker (1798-1854) was Clerk of the Works at the Palace. His 

watercolour copies of the murals in the Painted Chamber, now in the Ashmolean and 
Victoria and Albert Museums, are more complete than those of Stothard, for they include 
some record of the painted Soldier Guardians, not copied by Stothard, and Croker was 
more interested than his rival in the details of gesso and borders. In one or two cases, 
notably his Coronation of the Confessor, Croker executed two copies; one might have 
been worked up at home from the other. 

Charles Alfred Stothard (1786-1821) was commissioned to copy the paintings by the 
Society of Antiquaries, and his watercolours belong to that Society. Engravings from 
them were published in Vetusta Monumenta, vol. VI, in 1885, long after the wall paintings 
themselves had been destroyed. Some of his watercolours have been illustrated by 
Tristram, but neither his nor Croker's have been fully published. Tristram's reconstruc-
tions, now to be seen in the House of Lords, are based upon both sets but rely more 
heavily upon Crofton Croker. 

Since we are no longer able to check the veracity of the two sets of copies against 
the originals, we can only check them against one another. Stothard (cf. the Battle 
Scene, PI. XVII) has the initial advantage in that a preliminary 'control' comparison 
can be made between the engravings in his famous Monumental Effigies of Great Britain 
(1817) and their originals. Stothard's engravings of effigies are universally admired for 
their delicacy, and for their scrupulous accuracy. His pages may be suffused by a faint 
sentimentality, but his standards of observation are a long way ahead of those of John 
Carter and the previous generation of topographical artists. Stothard's prints stand at 
the beginning of colour reproduction, and make the most brilliant use of it. Their 

1 1 am very grateful to Sir John Summerson 
for showing me this, and the patera discussed 
below; and for his ready help in all concerning 
the architecture of the Palace of Westminster. 

2 There are in the Victoria and Albert Museum 
watercolours showing the condition of the room 
during the interval between the first discovery 
in 1800 and the uncovering of the paintings in 
1819. 

3 I am grateful to Mr. John Woodward, then 
on the staff of the Ashmolean Museum, for 
having shown me the Croker watercolours. I 
had every opportunity to become well acquainted 
with the Stothard versions while I was on the 
staff of the Society of Antiquaries. A chance 
remark of Sir James Mann's to me in 1951, 
to the effect that these Stothard watercolours 
merited further study, led eventually to this 
article. 
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A. Battle scene from The Acts of Judas Maccabaeus. Watercolour by Crofton Croker 
(By permission of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford) 

t 

B. The same scene. Watercolour by Charles Stothard 
(By permission of the Society of Antiquaries of London) 

THE PAINTED CHAMBER 
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A . F r o m Le Estoire de Seint Aedward le Rei 

(By permission of Cambridge University Library) 

(Casts of seals in the possession of the Society of Antiquaries) 
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influence on the polychromatic or 'Pugin' aspect of the Gothic Revival may have been 
large, for Stothard set out to reconstruct the original colouring of his effigies. From 
indications in the more protected corners and folds, he coloured the whole drapery surfaces. 
This practice is important in the context of his Painted Chamber watercolours, where 
there is reason to suppose that he acted in the same way. 

Stothard was a professional artist, experienced in the rendering of medieval subjects, 
though more accustomed to sculpture than to wall-painting: in his day most English 
wall paintings were concealed beneath whitewash. 

Croker is a more exuberant and romantic character, primarily interested in medieval 
literature, and as an artist has the status of a gifted amateur. His copies are more vigorous, 
and though lavish in colour and more informative in some details, more careless in execution. 

It is not easy to decide which of the two copyists comes nearer to the spirit of the 
originals. If Matthew Paris had designed the Battle Scenes in the first place, then 
Croker is his more sympathetic interpreter. If, on the other hand, the Battle Scenes 
were drawn out by a friend of the Master of the Trinity College Apocalypse, then Stothard 
is the more faithful mirror. Subjective decisions based upon the inferred style of the 
actual murals must be eschewed1; objective analysis of motifs recorded b y both artists 
is legitimate. Even so, there are factors where the agreement of the copies is not enough. 
There is a flatness, a lack of flutter, about the draperies, which suggests that both artists, 
given partial indications, were prepared to block in the rest with a flat tone wash. 
Drapery analysis, therefore, is best avoided. Facial evidence is also dangerous. Croker's 
faces do not ring true at all, whereas it is possible, by an exercise of the imagination, to 
guess at the appearance of the I3th-century faces through Stothard's polite veil of a later 
canon of beauty. Any comparison between their two renderings of a subject will reveal 
another distinction: Croker is prepared to supply details where Stothard indicates a piece 
of missing plaster. Stothard appears, then, to be the more reliable guide, and so the 
illustrations for this article have been taken from Stothard's watercolours at the Society 
of Antiquaries2. Every line of his work has been confirmed by Croker, though the 
reverse is not equally true. 

We can no longer form a stylistic opinion, but Stothard, with his Bayeux Tapestry 
and Monumental Effigies behind him, was in a unique position to do so. His comments8 

are vital evidence: 
'The subjects on the walls had been repainted at least three times, and I have reason 

to believe that the last time the subjects were so renewed, the gilder was more employed 
than the painter. The additions were partial—the work retained in most places the original 
compositions as well as some of the minuter figures. Although some anomalies are created 
by parts of the former designs being retained, yet a tolerably correct idea may be formed 
about what period the last painting was executed, and I should state it to be in the reign 
of Edward I.' 

Stothard wrote this before the original documents4 came to light, and his three periods 
have since been taken to fit them, with a neatness reflecting much credit upon his aesthetic 
judgment, thus: 

Stothard's 'original compositions as well as some of the minuter figures' equal 
the major activity recorded in 1236-37. 

1 1 am grateful to the Society of Antiquaries 
for permission to reproduce the Stothard water-
colours, and to Dr. Zarnecki's staff for photo-
graphing them all for me. So far as I have been 
able to discover, this was the first time that 
they had been photographed in toto. A set of 
reference prints can now be found in the Conway 
Library. 

2 On this account Dr. Margaret Rickert in her 
Painting in Britain: the Middle Ages, Pelican 
History of A r t Series (1954), 24, dismisses the 
Painted Chamber altogether. It is more justly 

served b y Professor Brieger, English Art, 1216-
1307, Oxford History of English A r t (1957), 
who illustrates one of the Virtues. 

3 Quoted b y Rokewode from notes left by 
Stothard at his death, and reprinted by Tris-
tram (see p. 92, fn. 1). 

4 These original orders for payment, the bulk 
of them from the Close Rolls, were drawn upon 
in the Vetusta Monumenta article and reprinted 
by Tristram (p. 92, fn. 1). Since Stothard wrote 
most of these official documents have been fully 
published. 
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Stothard's second period, with, by implication, a repainting of the major figures 
and the alteration of the compositions, covers the post-fire period, 1262-65. 

Stothard's third period, when 'the gilder was more employed than the painter 
. . . in the reign of Edward I' represents the expenditure recorded in 1289-94, and 
at intervals to 1307. 
There are, however, other possible interpretations of the relationship between Stot-

hard's three stages and the documents. Stothard only commits himself to the date of the 
last retouching, and either 1294 or 1307 would serve him there. If the final regilding 
were 1307, then the second period could be 1289, or 1265-72, not accounted for in the 
formula given above. Either of these contingencies would allow the original compositions 
of the paintings seen by Stothard to have been of 1262 rather than 1236. Again, the 
cardinal problem is the seriousness of the fire of 1262. 

It is perhaps remarkable that no scholar following Stothard has discerned through 
his copies, or Croker's, the two periods, despite the 'anomalies . . . created by parts of the 
former designs being retained'. The only pentimenti now visible are in a section of the 
inscription, copied by Croker, where two sizes of lettering are superimposed. Otherwise, 
to the naked eye of the 20th century, alterations within the actual Old Testament scenes 
are invisible—and almost unimaginable. Where the Coronation of the Confessor was 
added to the cycle there may have been an awkward passage: the window splays, as will 
be explained below, may have cut into the flanks of their adjacent compositions; but 
beyond that it is difficult to imagine what might have prompted Stothard's judgment. 
The outlines, no doubt, showed through in many passages of damaged paint, and they 
would have been executed with greater freedom than the finished surface. Could dis-
crepancies of this kind, and alterations of the usual sort made during execution, have 
persuaded him that the walls were repainted more often than was in fact the case? Be 
that as it may, the fundamental question is unaltered: it should be possible for us to decide, 
with reasonable certainty, whether the Old Testament cycle is, in essence, a work of 
c. 1236 or of 1262-65. 

T H E PAINTINGS: INTERNAL EVIDENCE OF D A T E 
As neither the facial types nor the drapery can be relied upon, search must be made 

for other dateable features in the paintings. 
The armour is of the usual mail form, with belted surcoat, to be found on almost 

any English military effigy from c. 1220 until the end of the reign of Edward I. 
The female costume is equally unspecific. 
The use of fictitious heraldry is closely comparable to that in the Douce Apocalypse1 

of c. 1265-70. Numerous parallels, however, could also be found in the works associated 
with Matthew Paris, c. 1240-59. 

The general arrangement of the compositions must be examined. Ever since 
engravings after Stothard's watercolours were published the more sanguinary scenes have 
been compared with the Lives of the Offas2. There is, indeed, a similarity between the 
battle scenes in the Painted Chamber and those in all the Matthew Paris books, but this 
does not in itself preclude the later date. The Lives of the Offas3 are dated by Vaughan 
to c. 1250; and the Estoire de Seint Aedward le Rei4, where even bigger and better battle 
scenes provide perhaps the closest comparison with the murals (PI. XVIIIA), is probably 
no earlier. 

1 Oxford Bodleian Douce 180, publ. b y M. R . 
James for the Roxburghe Club. 

4 B.M. Cotton Nero D.I , already illustrated in 
this context in Vetusta MonumentaVI (p. 92, fn. 1). 

3 Richard Vaughan: 'Matthew Paris', Cam-
bridge Studies in Medieval Life and Thought, 
N.S., vol. V I (Cambridge, 1958), 42-8 and 
189-94. This book, which inaugurates a new 
era of Matthew Paris scholarship, has been used 
extensively in the latter part of this article. 

4 Cambridge University Library MS. Ee.3.59, 
publ. Roxburghe Club, vol. 175 (1920), with 
t e x t b y M. R . James. Vaughan's arguments 
(173-75) in favour of Matthew Paris' authorship 
of the t e x t appear to be irrefutable, b u t his 
arguments for the production of the Cambridge 
MS. a t St. Albans seem to be more controversial. 
Granted that the illustrations of the Cambridge 
MS. are not b y Paris' own h a n d — a s they cer-
tainly are n o t — t h e n the verse therein saying 
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But much the most valuable material for dating lies in the painted architectural 
details. These provide a far richer corpus of reliable evidence than any of the more 
generalised features. The most common are bands of quatrefoils varied by occasional 
lancets or trefoils. The rise in popularity of this form of ribbon decoration can be pin-
pointed by the change in design of Henry I l l ' s Great Seals (Pis. XVIIIB and c). The 
seal of 1216 shows Henry seated upon a throne which is an epitome of the architectural 
fashions of that moment. The long capital is adorned with 'West Country' tendrils1 and 
the little roundels contain heads in the East Anglian manner of c. 1220. The second 
Great Seal, issued in 1258, shows little short of a revolution in decorative taste2. Here 
are the rows of quatrefoils and the miniature windows which appear so often in the archi-
tectural features of the Old Testament paintings. The throne of this second Great Seal 
of Henry III may well be compared with the Virgin's throne in the Missal of Henry of 
Chichester3, where the same details, even the knobs upon the uprights, are reshuffled, 
and the lions who support the regal throne on the Seal disport themselves on the steps 
of the Sedes Sapiential. This new decorative vocabulary is related, of course, to the 
full-scale architectural experiments in bar and foiled window tracery, which did not 
themselves appear in this country before Binham and Westminster Abbeys, in 1245. The 
motifs could not have been decorative currency among the minor arts before that year, 
and the Seal suggests that they were, in 1258, the height of ornamental fashion. It follows 
that they could not have been painted upon the walls of the Painted Chamber in 1236. 
Might they have been added to pre-existing compositions in a repainting of the 1260's? 
In theory, yes, and in a scene such as the Miracles of Elisha (PL XIXA) in practice, possibly, 
yes; but in other scenes (Pl. XIXB) the architectural motifs play so integral a part that 
the compositions cannot be imagined without them. 

This architectural vocabulary dependent upon the discovery of bar tracery extends 
beyond bands of quatrefoils to include actual imitation bar-traceried windows, tentative 
ogees, tall narrow gables with crocketed sides, pinnacles, and elaborately cusped arcading. 
This range of architecturally-minded decorative motifs is common to all the masterpieces 
of the Court School of the years c. 1260-72; to the Coronation of the Confessor and the 
Virtues and Vices in the Painted Chamber itself; to the wall painting of St. Faith, the 
chancel tombs and the retable in the Abbey; and to the Douce Apocalypse. 

The interrelationships of these chefs d'oeuvre is not in dispute, though there is a certain 
difference of opinion as to their dates. The Douce Apocalypse falls within the lifetime of 

1 This use of 'West Country ' details a t West-
minster in the second decade of the 13th century 
is not unprecedented. The one surviving 
capital from the L a d y Chapel of the A b b e y , 
started in 1220, as drawn b y W . R . Lethaby, 
Westminster Abbey Re-Examined (1925), 39, 
was of the W e s t Country t y p e found at Slim-
bridge. 

2 PI. V I 6 is made from a cast of an impression 
of Edward I's Great Seal, which took over all 
the features of Henry I l l ' s second Great Seal 
except the facial features. Edward's seal is 
better preserved, consequently the details of the 
cast are sharper, and the photograph clearer. 

specifically that Paris was responsible for the 
pictures must be a transcription from the 
archetype. Furthermore, the references to 
Westminster, which V a u g h a n accepts as put in 
b y a St. Albans scribe for the benefit of a London 
audience, could equally suggest that the scribe 
of this early copy was a Londoner. This m a y 
seem devious, b u t the illustrations of the 
Aedward MS. pose several problems not raised 
in the other Lives associated with Matthew 
Paris. One of them is the introduction, not 

Since this point depends upon the minutiae of 
the architectural motifs of the throne it seemed 
better, at the risk of confusion, to make a block 
from the clearer impression. 

* Manchester, John Rylands Library MS. Lat . 
R . 24, illus. b y Rickert, op. cit., PI. 104. 

1 The question of the regal throne in the 
iconography of H e n r y I I I was elucidated b y 
Professor Wormald in a paper, Henry III and 
the Throne of Solomon, read to the Society of 
Antiquaries, Oct. 18, 1956. These comments were 
written before Professor Wormald read his paper, 
and they are now largely superseded b y his 
research. 

only in the borders, where they might be addi-
tions, but in the portrayal of trees within the 
miniatures themselves, of naturalistic foliage. 
The MS. is usually dated c. 1245, which is the 
very year of the introduction of naturalistic 
foliage sculpture into this country at Westmin-
ster A b b e y and Windsor. I t is possible that the 
new motif found its w a y into a London scrip-
torium even as quickly as the same year, but 
perhaps less likely that it had reached one of 
Matthew Paris' assistants at St. Albans. 
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Henry III, or the very first years of his successor1. The Retable is immediately related 
to it2, and must be of the same date. The Coronation of the Confessor in the Painted 
Chamber3 almost surely of 1266-67, l s likewise their contemporary, although the tall, 
narrow figures, very straight in outline, of the coronation bishops (PI. XXA) are not in key 
with the sinuous crowds of the Retable. They can, however, be paralleled in the work 
of one hand taking part in the Douce Apocalypse (PI. XXB). The foliage scroUs in the 
arcading of the Coronation Scene have often been compared with the same treatment 
upon the Retable. They could equally be compared with the vine scrolls in the cusps 
of the arcading on the tomb of Aveline, Countess of Lancaster. It has been recently 
suggested that this monument was erected rather sooner after the ladys' death in 1273 
than used to be supposed4; the drapery of her effigy is the three-dimensional counterpart 
of the figure of St. Peter upon the Retable, and the architecture of her canopy is composed 
of the elements used in the Retable. 

A comparison between the architectural feature representing the Temple of Jerusalem 
in the fragment from the Painted Chamber (PL XXIA) and the building representing the 
Heavenly Jerusalem in the Douce Apocalypse (PI. X X I B ) extends not only to the use of 
a deliberately archaic, rather 'Saxon' arch, to the crocketed gable, and the dome, but 
to the trick of a double outline around the foiled openings, and the tentative ogee—surely 
two of the earliest ogees in English Gothic art. This comparison has brought the Old 
Testament scenes into the orbit of the Court School masterpieces, and immediately there 
arises a difficulty over the facial types. Here the copies fail us most sadly. The heads 
of the window splays, of the Virtues and Vices and St. Edward and the Pilgrim, conform 
to the curious convention of the Retable and the Douce Apocalypse, with their concave 
three-quarter profiles and elaborately curled hair. Here and there, among the smaller 
scale heads of the Old Testament copies, we may guess at a similar formula. 

So far, therefore, the group is tightly interrelated, and the reappearance of the same 
architectural features brings the St. Faith wall-painting in her chapel into the same orbit. 
She is illustrated here (PI. XXIIA) from Schnebbelie's watercolour, rather than the original, 
because the whole composition is no longer clearly visible. The Saint stands upon a corbel 
within a niche composed of the same architectural vocabulary as the Retable framework. 
The band of foiled openings beneath her has been compared to a predella, but a more 
provocative comparison could be made with the reliefs in foiled openings beneath the main 
figures on a French Gothic facade. The North Portal of the Abbey was composed after 
the French manner: it had, therefore, life-size stone figures under gables, with low reliefs 
in foiled openings beneath them. These would have provided an immediate model for 
St. Faith. 

Like those of the De Quincy Apocalypse (Lambeth Palace Library MS. 209) the 
illuminations of the Abingdon Apocalypse (B.M. 42555)® display a familiarity with the 
north facade of the Abbey, which need not be in any sense immediate, but does suggest 
that the influence of the new French phase of sculptural decoration left its mark upon 
a London atelier of illumination. In the case of the Abingdon Apocalypse (PL X X I I B ) these 
ultimately sculptural elements include, besides the reflections of major figure sculpture, 
the influence of stone reliefs. As Professor Webb has shown6 the novel treatment of the 

1 Bodl. MS. 180. cf. Wormald, 'Paintings in 
Westminster A b b e y and Contemporary Paint-
ings', op cit., 170-71. 

2 Ibid., 172-73, and Roya l A c a d e m y of Arts, 
Exhibition of British Primitive Paintings from 
the Twelfth to the Early Sixteenth Century, 1923 
(Oxford, 1924), 3. 

3 Recorded most clearly in the version b y 
Croker in the Victoria and Albert Museum. 

1 v. Maurice Hastings: St. Stephen's Chapel: 
an Illustrated Study of the Origins of Perpendicu-
lar Architecture in England, (Cambridge, 1955, 
120. 

6 Professor Wormald tells me that this MS. 
is to be dated before 1263, since it has an in-
scription recording its gi f t to Abingdon A b b e y 
b y Bishop Giles de Bridport, w h o died in that 
year. v. British Museum Quarterly V I (1932-3), 
71, 109. The tomb of Giles de Bridport shows 
how fully he was aware of the most recent 
developments of Westminster sculpture of his 
time. 

8 G. F. W e b b : 'The Decorative Character of 
Westminster A b b e y ' , Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes X I I (1949), 16 ff. 
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tympana upon the north facade of the Abbey caused a sensation at the time. These tym-
pana, again following a French lead, were broken up into shallow foiled forms. Seventeenth 
century renderings of the north fagade suggest that the idea was clumsily carried out, 
as it continued to be in the satellite tympanum at Higham Ferrers in Northamptonshire. 
At a second stage, typified by the tympanum of the Judgment Porch at Lincoln, the motif 
is assimilated and wedded with previous English experiments in deeper foiled openings. 
The very awkwardly managed compositions of many pages in the Abingdon Apocalypse 
reflect the influence of the first experimental stage. This Apocalypse brings us full circle 
to the Painted Chamber once more, for a third feature of its crude illustrations is a series, 
arranged under arcades, of the Virtues trampling upon the Vices. These provide a link 
with the Virtues and Vices upon the window splays of the Painted Chamber—which again 
stand beneath gables, and have foiled 'reliefs' beneath them. Only Croker's watercolours 
give all the available details of their equally sculptural context. Further, the decoration 
of their narrow pilaster strips with small rectangular badges recalls the heraldic stamps of 
the Retable framework. It is not impossible that the jamb figures of the North Portal 
of the Abbey included a set of the Virtues and Vices. 

Their close architectural ties with the rest of the Court School suggest that the window 
splay paintings belong to the years 1262-72 rather than 1294-1307, and the actual wall 
area upon which they were painted provides further evidence to the same effect. These 
splays were exceptionally deep and irregular. Their windows were of c. 1236, but the 
splays must have been widened since that date. Stothard's watercolours show that in 
each case, at the junction of internal wall and splay, there was a stone corbel carved with 
a sprig of foliage. Stothard's copies show quite clearly that some of these sprigs were 
of the ordinary stiff-leaf convention, and that others were naturalistic. The naturalistic 
leaves would be impossible in 1236, for they did not appear in this country until 1245; 
and on the other hand the stiff-leaves would have been intolerably old-fashioned at 
Westminster in 12941. It would therefore appear that the splays were widened after 
the fire of 1262, either immediately or in 1265. In either case, bearing in mind their 
close links with the rest of the Westminster oeuvre of the 1260s and early 1270s, it is logical 
to conclude that the Virtues and Vices, with St. Edward and the Pilgrim, were painted 
during the decade 1262-72. 

T H E WOODEN P A T E R A 
Whatever else could, or could not, have survived a fire in this room in 1262, a wooden 

ceiling such as Capon depicts (PI. XVI) must surely post-date the conflagration. Stothard 
described two superimposed layers of decoration upon this ceiling2 of which the earlier, 
consisting of single heads of saints, unfinished, was overlaid by the paterae. The Soane 
Museum patera3 is purely geometric in form, and if Lethaby was right in suggesting 
that it was once inlaid with coloured glass, it provides yet another instance of the preva-
lence of this type of decoration during the last decade of Henry I l l ' s reign. We have 
no other wooden bosses of the date to compare with it, though, of course, its platter-like 
form invites comparison with numerous wooden bosses of the 15th century. The researches 
of Cave4 suggest that there may have been French influence in the choice of the flat boss. 
The patera, therefore, belongs to the last group of work under Henry III; it follows that 
the unfinished series of heads of saints was of the years 1262-65. 

1 On the introduction of naturalistic foliage in 
1245, v. the author's Ph.D. thesis, English Stiff-
Leaf Sculpture, Pamela W y n n - R e e v e s (1952), 
esp. 246, at the Courtauld Institute. 

* Rokewode, p. 2 (fn. 1), 'The ceiling, which 
was of wood, had been painted as well as the 
walls and had also, like them, undergone white-
washing. I t had been ornamented with a 
number of large and small quatrefoil pateras 
also of wood. Each of the larger ones, on being 
removed was found to conceal under it a painting 

of a head of a saint, but for some reason these 
heads did not extend more than half the length 
of the ceiling. The pateras concealed what 
appeared to be unfinished work'. 

3 Illustrated by Lethaby, Westminster Abbey 
and the King's Craftsmen (1906). 

4 C. J. P. Cave, Roof Bosses in Medieval 
Churches (Cambridge, 1948). There is a file of 
photographs among the Cave Bequest at the 
Society of Antiquaries of the French fiat type 
of boss, often decorated with an Agnus Dei. 
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THE GUARDIANS OF SOLOMON'S BED 
The two figures, one either side of the Bed of State1 and recorded only by Croker, 

are the only feature of the room so far discussed which yields no immediate link with 
Henry I l l ' s interests during his last years. He had ordered a tablet of the same unusual 
subject to stand beside his bed at Winchester in 1250. It may eventually emerge that, 
under the circumstances of exceptionally close relationship between all the arts which 
existed at Henry I l l ' s court, his interest in soldier guardians to his Bed of State may have 
found a reflection in the development of the use of weepers upon tomb chests. The 
medieval tomb chest was the funereal equivalent of the Bed of State: mourners were 
the funereal equivalent of Solomon's guard while he slept. A stepping stone between the 
one motif and the other might be found in the Cantilupe shrine at Hereford, where 
the 'weepers' are indeed soldiers and not family mourners2. Again, there are the soldier 
guardians of the tomb of Christ. 

The internal evidence of the murals as we know them points very strongly to the 
years 1262-72. Even more specifically, the Coronation of the Confessor, the Virtues and 
Vices, and the second layer, the Paterae layer, of the ceiling, belong most probably to the 
years 1265-72, leaving the Old Testament scenes and the unfinished first scheme for the 
ceiling to the years 1262-65. If this chronology is correct, then a further enquiry must 
be made into the decoration of the Chamber in 1236. 

T H E PAINTED CHAMBER OF 12363 

Very little is known about domestic decoration before the 15th century in northern 
Europe: so little that the attempt to provide a context for the earlier scheme of painting 
in this room must be largely conjectural. Yet the juxtaposition of the subjects known to 
have found a place here is striking enough to give us pause: 

(x) A Magna Historia of 1236. 
(2) A Bestiary beneath it (uncompleted), 1236. 
(3) A Mappa Mundi, recorded by Matthew Paris c. 1250, but probably also of 1236, 

since the King ordered another for Winchester Great Hall in 1239. 
(4) A Calendar round the fireplace, undated, but probably renewed in 1259. 

[(5) The Four Evangelists, an addition of 1243. One on each wall.] 
[(6) A Jesse Tree over the chimney, an addition of 1259.] 
The last two are in brackets because they were not an integral part of the first 

scheme. There remain: a Magna Historia', a Mappa Mundi; a Calendar', and a Bestiary. 
Calendars and Bestiaries were universally popular in the 13th century. The Magna 
Historia has yet to be defined. The most specific and unusual reference is to the Mappa 
Mundi. 

THE MAPPA MUNDI 
Maps of the world, with rivers, mountains and cities upon them, were carried out 

in late classical times in mosaic4. Baudri de Bourgeuil's account of the Audience and 
Bed Chamber of the Countess Adela, sister of William the Conqueror, in 1099-11025 

1 The Biblical source for this subject is the 
Song of Songs: Behold, it is the litter of Solomon; 
threescore mighty men are about it, of the 
mighty men of Israel. They all handle the 
sword, and are expert in war: every man hath 
his sword upon his thigh, because of fear in the 
night' (Revised Version). I hope that the 
specific nature of Henry I l l ' s reference to Solo-
mon will fall into place when Professor Wormald's 
article on the Throne of Solomon is published. 

% Illustrated b y Lawrence Stone: Sculpture 
in Britain: the Middle Ages, Pelican History of 
A r t (1955), PI. 118. Stone dates the shrine 
1282-84. 

3 This section of m y paper has been greatly 
expanded under the guidance of Professor 
Wormald, who has provided nearly all the earlier 
analogies. 

4 v. A . Jacoby, Die Graphische Mosaik von 
Madaba (Leipzig, 1905). 

5 v. Phyll is Abrahams, Les Oeuvres Poetique 
de Baudri de Bourgeuil (1926), 196-255. The 
Countess's walls are described as hung with 
tapestries rather than painted, but this does not 
affect the argument. The two methods of wall 
decoration were virtually interchangeable during 
the Middle Ages. Henry I l l ' s frequent speci-
fication of wainscot painting only, for instance, 
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describes the floor as a Mappa Mundi. In 1239, Henry III ordered another Mappa 
Mundi for the Great Hall at Winchester1, so we know that the tradition survived into 
the 13th century. The contemporary manuscript equivalents of these wall and floor 
maps are numerous2. They appear as the normal accompaniment of the major historical 
chronicles3, which sometimes begin, in the encyclopaedic medieval manner, with Adam 
and Eve, and continue to the time of writing. The programme of the Countess Adela's 
Audience Chamber provides a visual parallel. While the floor was a Mappa Mundi, 
and the ceiling was ornamented with the signs of the Zodiac and courses of the stars4, 
the side walls represented biblical and classical history, and the end wall contemporary 
history8. This was, no doubt, a primarily literary concept, and for that reason it provides 
an image of the programme of a medieval chronicler like Matthew Paris. For him, 
astrological, nautical and geographical material6 are, so to speak, the floor and the ceiling, 
while his narrative covers the walls. A medieval Mappa Mundi, therefore, has a dual 
context, as a companion to written and to illustrated history. 

THE NOT IT IA DIGNITA TUM 
The Mappa Mundi in the Painted Chamber at Westminster belonged to a long 

tradition of domestic wall decoration. The term Mappa Mundi appears moreover to 
have had a secondary meaning in the Middle Ages. In Professor Wormald's copy of the 
Notitia Dignitatum7 this basically late classical compilation of geographical and adminis-
trative information is called, in the colophon which gives the date 1426, Mappa Mundi. 
Apart from maps, the Notitia Dignitatum includes views of Cities, personifications of the 
Provinces, and seated figures of the Proconsuls, attired like kings. It has, moreover, 
two diagrams, one of Divine Providence, with Virtue, Military Science, Authority and 
Happiness at the angles, and the other of Divine Election, with the Four Seasons at the 
corners. Some, at any rate, of this material was drawn upon in late classical times for 
fresco painting8, and one of its most striking components, the views of Cities, was certainly 
used as a decorative motif in the reign of Henry III9. 

It is possible that in early times a copy of the Notitia was in England, though whether 
it was the archetype of the Speyer codex is unknown. The preliminary matter of the 
manuscript Cotton Tiberius B V., the Marvels of the East, could almost be described 
as a kind of medieval parallel to a Notitia Dignitatum10. It contains: 

Calendar, followed by fists of Popes, Emperors, etc., English Bishops and English 
Kings. 

Excerpts in Latin from Bede's De Temporibus. 

1 Borenius, ibid. 
s v. K . Miller, Mappae Mundi. Die Aeltesten 

Weltkarten (Stuttgart, 1895). 
' One exception to this rule is of special 

interest in the Westminster context. The 
Psalter B.M. Add. 28681, ff. gr.-gv., has an 
inserted World Map. Several details of the 
illumination, the censing angels and the foliated 
spandrels, suggest a Westminster context. 
Since it is an insertion, the page may not have 
been intended for a Psalter at all. 

4 For the classical origin of the Zodiac heads, 
cf. Henry Stern, Le Calendrier de 354: etude sur 
son texte et ses illustrations (Paris, 1953), Pis. 
X L - X L I X , and Ch. IV, 203-288. The later 
medieval convention of a blue vault with silver 
stars descends from this classical tradition. 

' For Baudri 's account and the B a y e u x 

at Clarendon in 1246, suggests that he often used 
painted or embroidered hangings. For the Claren-
don documents, and for Henry I l l ' s commissions 
in general, see Tancred Borenius, 'The Cycle of 

Tapestry, v. The Bayeux Tapestry: A Compre-
hensive Survey (Phaidon, London, 1957), esp. 33. 

* cf. Vaughan, op. cit., 235-50, and E. G. R. 
Taylor, 'The De Ventis of Matthew Paris' , 
Imago Mundi, 1 (1937). The very names of 
the winds read like a roll-call of the Roman 
Provinces. 

' cf. Notitia Dignitatum Imperii Romani, the 
illustrations of the medieval copy, Bibl. Nat. 
Lat. 9661, published as a monograph b y the 
Bibliothfeque Nationale. 

'v. Stern, op. cit., PI. X X V I I : the appearance 
of personified figures of the states in Roman 
frescoes. 

" Henry I I I ordered a picture of 'A City ' 
for the Queen's Chamber at Winchester in 1246. 
v. Borenius, op. cit. 

10 v. M. R. James, Marvels of the East, R o x -
burghe Club 191 (1929), 5-6. 

Images in the Palaces and Castles of Henry III ' , 
Journ. Warburg and Courtauld Institutes V I 
( J 9 4 3 ) . 4 7 - 5 0 -
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Mappa Mundi. 
? Planisphere. 
Prayer to the Trinity. 
Aratea of Cicero, with illustrations from the Signs of the Zodiac. 
Four Pairs of Heads. Chariot of the Sun and the Moon. 
Concordance of the sun and moon and the motion of the sea. 
Presagia tempestatis. 
Circular diagram. 
Excerpts from Macrobius and Martianus Capella. 
Mappa Mundi. 
Prisciani Periegesis. 
Marvels of the East. 
It is particularly interesting to observe that the Consuls of the Roman Empire have 

been replaced by the Popes, Emperors, and English Bishops and Kings of a later world. 
These more recent equivalents of the Consuls appear frequently among Henry I l l ' s 
commissions. The closest analogy may be the 'King and Queen sitting among the 
Baronage' which he ordered in 1243 for the Hall of Dubhn Castle, but he ordered a King 
and a Queen for Guildford Great Hall in 1246; a series of figures of Kings for Rochester 
Great Hall in 1247, and a King with sceptre for Windsor Hall in 12501. The only fragment 
of the numerous wall paintings he commissioned during the 1240's which survives to-day 
is part of the head of a king from the back wall of the cloister arcade at Windsor2 of 
about 1245. Its resemblance to the single heads in the Matthew Paris books is generally 
recognised, but its importance goes beyond the provision of a stylistic point of contact 
between the art of Henry's court and the ceuvre of Matthew Paris. It is the sole witness 
of a series of life-size seated figures of kings. There is no reason to suppose that they 
represented the House of Judah, for this cloister was simply a passageway for the King's 
use between his living apartments and his chapel. On the contrary, it is almost certain 
that they were a genealogical line of English royalty, the counterpart of those in the 
Historia Anglorum (B.M. Royal 14 C vii) illustrated in PI. X X I I I A . 

Again, in the later 1240's, Henry ordered figures of Kings in stained glass, each over 
8 ft. high, for the choir windows in Westminster Abbey3, and he caused the back of his 
chair in one of his private chapels to be painted with the seated figure of a King. Such 
a chair as this would have been a direct prototype for the Coronation Chair itself, on which 
a seated king, with his foot upon a lion, was painted during the reign of Edward I4. 
Typologically, these are the ancestors of the panel painting of Richard II, where the 
element of portraiture is introduced into the older tradition. 

In this aspect of the evolution of a quasi-classical iconography of English kingship, 
Matthew Paris was intimately connected with Henry's Court. The numerous reflections 
in his chronicles, and especially in their preliminaries, of the cosmographical tradition 
found in the Notitia Dignitatum and allied works are in themselves a strong indication 
that the ideas were equally familiar to Henry himself. Nor was Paris the only mid-i3th 
century chronicler whose work reflected the sub-classical arrangement. Gervase of 
Canterbury appended to his Gesta Regum, in about 12625, a Mappa Mundi which is not 

1 Borenius, op. cit. 
2 Illustrated b y Rickert, op. cit., PI. n o (6) 

with a most apposite comparison with a head of 
Christ b y Matthew Paris in Cambridge, Corpus 
Christi MS. 16, f. 4911. For the documentation 
of the cloister itself, v. W . H. St. John Hope: 
Windsor Castle (1913), vol. I, 54-62, and W . R. 
L e t h a b y : Westminster Abbey Re-Examined (1925), 
90-94. The proportions of the cloister arcade 
make it virtually certain that the figures of 
kings were seated on thrones, rather than 
standing. 

3 v. Lethaby, op. cit., 241-45. 
4 The details of the Coronation Chair lion from 

beneath the figure of a seated king can now be 
studied only in the Society of Antiquaries' 
tracings, cf. S. Rees-Jones: 'The Coronation 
Chair' in Studies in Conservation, vol. I, no. 3, 
April, 1954, I ° 3 - I 3 . and W . Percival-Prescott, 
The Coronation Chair (Ministry of Works, 1957), 
esp. p. 43. 

5 Chron. M. 73: The Historical Works of 
Gervase of Canterbury (1880), vol. I I , The Gesta 
Regum, wi th its continuation, the Actus Ponti-
ficum and the Mappa Mundi, 414-49. Stubbs 
has reversed the order in which these items occur. 
The Mappa Mundi should be at the head of the 
compilation. 
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(Bodl. M.S. 180. By permission of the Bodleian Lilrary, Oxford) 
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(By permission of the Society of Antiquaries) 

B. The Abingdon Apocalypse. Add. M.S. 42555 
(By permission of the Trustees of the British Museum) 
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a map at all. It is a list of the Counties and Bishoprics, in other words, of the adminis-
trative divisions, of this country, prefixed by a short account of the invasions, or plagues, 
which this island had suffered at the hands of the Romans, Scots, Angles and Saxons, 
Danes, and Normans. Gervase calls this a Mappa Mundi although it mentions nothing 
outside Great Britain, and in so doing he follows the Notitia Dignitatum formula; the 
Notitia seems also to have been regarded as a Mappa Mundi, though it dealt only with 
the Roman Provinces. 

The middle years of the 13th century saw a quickening in the sense of English History. 
Some, at least, of the visual material which traditionally introduced it is known to have 
been painted upon the walls of Henry I l l ' s palaces. Three of the subjects which belonged 
to that tradition appeared together in the Painted Chamber. The fourth was a Magna 
Historia. What this was is unknown. According to the precedent of Baudri de Bourgueil 
it may well have been what it says; a long series of historical scenes. 

H E N R Y I l l ' s VISIT TO FRANCE IN 1254 
Supposing the form of decoration which has been suggested above had adorned the 

Painted Chamber between 1236 and 1262, it remains for us to find a motive to explain 
the very different scheme which Henry set on foot after the fire. There can be no doubt 
but that Henry himself was responsible for both schemes. The actual choice of scenes 
from the Old Testament could have been made by no one else. The subject of Jotham 
upon Mount Gerizim (PI. XXIIIB) alone proves this, for it illustrates a parable of Kingship 
no tactful Courtier could suggest1: 

'The trees went forth on a time to anoint a King over them: and they said unto 
the olive tree, Reign thou over us. But the olive tree said unto them, Should I leave 
my fatness, wherewith by me they honour God and man, and go to be appointed 
over the trees? 

And the trees said to the fig tree, Come thou and reign over us. But the fig 
tree said unto them, Should I forsake my sweetness and my good fruit, and go to be 
appointed over the trees? 

Then the trees said to the vine, Come thou and reign over us, and the vine said 
unto them, Should I leave my wine, which cheereth God and man, and go to be 
promoted over the trees? 

Then said all the trees unto the bramble, Come thou, and reign over us, And the 
bramble said unto the trees, If in truth ye anoint me King then come and put your 
trust in my shadow: if not, let fire come out of the bramble and devour the cedars 
of Lebanon.' 
Henry III seems to have surrounded himself with pictorial exhortations to humility. 

The adjoining wash-room was decorated with the depressing Bestiary subject of a king 
rescued from his treacherous subjects by a band of dogs2. Again, though the subject of 
Dives and Lazarus was common currency in the Middle Ages, Henry III showed a particular 
preference for it. He selected it for no fewer than three of his Great Halls, at Guildford, 
Ludgershall and Northampton, where it must have dampened many a good feast. This 
persistence in the choice of subjects with unflattering implications was an aspect of 
Henry's fervent piety. 

Inasmuch as Henry selected the individual scenes of the Old Testament in the Painted 
Chamber, so he must have been responsible for the overall scheme. It is no longer possible 
to generalise about the Old Testament selection, because only a proportion of the subjects 
are known. These are drawn, appositely enough, from the Book of Judges, the Book of 
Kings, and the apocryphal Book of Maccabees. The most striking fact about the Old 
Testament as we know it in the Painted Chamber is its extent, and the omission of the 
New. M. R. James has divided the treatment of Old Testament illustration during the 

1 The Book of Judges, Ch. I X , 8-15. I l l ' s Palace at Westminster', Journ. Warburg 
2 D. J. A. Ross, 'A Lost Painting in Henry and Courtauld Institutes X V I (1953), 160. 
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Middle Ages into two categories, the 'Historical' and the 'Typological'1. The typo-
logical method, with its juxtaposition of Old and New Testament scenes, the offspring 
of scholasticism, was normal during Henry I l l ' s reign. In this sense the Painted Chamber 
cycle was exceptional, for it followed the straight 'Historical' method. Henry III com-
missioned Biblical subjects in the earlier years of his rale, but the inclusion of the New 
Testament with the Old means that they followed the 'Typological' pattern. Some 
striking precedent must have persuaded him to abandon the one system for the other. 
During the latter part of his reign, Henry did not seek his models in this country, but 
in France. 

There is no need to recall the pronouncedly francophile leanings of Henry I l l ' s 
architectural patronage. It is probable that, if he had the opportunity, he would have 
been equally susceptible to a French lead in matters of interior decoration. Such an 
opportunity he did in fact receive in the year 1254. 

Heniy III, when he visited Paris in that year, was lodged, on account of the size of 
his retinue, in the Old Temple just outside the City. Upon the following morning he was 
escorted by St. Louis upon his famous tour of the Parisian churches, and that evening2: 

'The French King dined with the English King and a number of his company 
. . . in the Palace of the Old Temple . . . this Banquet was given in the Great Hall 
of the Temple, in which were hung up, according to the continental custom, as many 
bucklers as the wall could hold. Amongst others was seen the shield of the English 
King Richard, concerning which a witty person present said to the King of England, 
Why, my Lord, have you invited the French to dine with you in this house? See, 
there is the shield of the noble-hearted English Richard. Your guests will be unable 
to eat without fear and trembling. . . . The King took up his lodgings for the night 
following in the French King's large Palace, for such was the unalterable determination 
of the latter . . .'. (Italics mine.) 

Before pursuing the problem of what decorations Henry might have seen that following 
evening in St. Louis' palace, it is possible, through the medium of Matthew Paris' anecdote 
to cross-check the minuteness of Henry's observation. 

Decorative heraldry had been an element in Henry I l l ' s repertoire of motifs for the 
enrichment of doors, window shutters and stained glass since the 1240s. He had never 
given it, however, so prominent a role as he allowed it immediately upon his return from 
this cultural expedition. In 1255, when his workmen turned the angle from the transept 
to the nave of Westminster Abbey, they were instructed to abandon the carving of figured 
reliefs in the spandrels of the wall arcade, and to substitute in their place a row of shields. 
The shields of the Holy Roman Empire and St. Edward the Confessor are followed by those 
of the Kings of France and England, and behind them range just such a concourse of 
English nobility as had been present at the Old Temple the year before3. Matthew Paris 
had observed that the shields at the Old Temple were 'hung up according to the continental 
custom'. The shields along the nave of the Abbey are suspended by straps from sculptured 
heads. No detail, it may be no novelty, was too small to escape Henry's eye. 

Have we any evidence that the decoration of the Painted Chamber after 1262 also 
reflected the influence of Henry's visit to Paris? No occasion for decorating a complete 
room afresh came to him between 1254 and 1262. If he had seen in St. Louis' palace a 
new idea which he was anxious to carry out, the fire of 1262 may have provided a welcome 
opportunity. The pronounced revival of Old Testament subjects in Parisian art of the 
middle years of the 13th century led M. R. James to believe that Louis I X may have 

1 M. R. James, 'Illustration of the Old Testa-
ment', introduction to A Book of Old Testament 
Illustrations of the Middle of the Thirteenth 
Century (the Maciejowski MS.), Roxburghe Club, 
186 (1926). 

2 Quoted from Bohn's edition of The Works of 
Matthew Paris, vol. I l l , 104. 

3 As Professor Wormald has pointed out to 

me, 13 th century English Rolls of Arms tend 
to begin with a few shields of international 
significance. The Emperor of Germany in-
variably figures among them, but the King of 
France, if he appears at all, takes a very sub-
sidiary place, cf. A . R. Wagner, 'A Catalogue 
of English Medieval Rolls of Arms', Aspilogia I 
(1950), the first entries. 
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had a personal interest in it1. The evolution of the Bible Moralisee and the iconography 
of the Sainte Chapelle glass extend to their fullest capacity the potentialities of the scholas-
tic system of Types and Antitypes, while remaining faithful to the geometric formula of 
representation within roundels which goes with them; but the illuminations in the Psalters 
of Saint Louis and of Blanche of Castille show a new departure, in the weight of their 
emphasis on the Old Testament, and the greater freedom to represent it provided by their 
architectural frameworks. It would be difficult to imagine such exquisite illuminations 
in terms of wall paintings. On the other hand, the pictures in the Maciejowski book2, 
and to a lesser degree those in La Noble Chevalerie de Judas Maccabee et de ses Nobles 
Freres3, both Parisian books of c. 1250, can be expanded with little effort of the imagination 
into perfectly comprehensible wall-paintings; into wall paintings in fact quite remarkably 
like those in the Painted Chamber at Westminster. It is the present contention, therefore, 
that the Maciejowski Picture Book and the Old Testament cycle of the Painted Chamber 
stemmed from a common source; and that source was to be found upon the walls of 
St. Louis' palace. 

The decoration of the Painted Chamber of 1265 was thus very different from that 
of the same room in 1236. The second scheme related to Henry I l l ' s expedition to France 
in 1254, whereas the first reflected the interest in English history which was typified by 
the close interrelationship between Court art and the St. Albans scriptorium which faded 
after the death of Matthew Paris in 1259. The court school masterpieces of the last 
decade of Henry's reign owe much more to France. The internal evidence of the murals 
as we know them speaks clearly enough for a date in the 1260s: the rest is hypothesis. 

The Institute is much indebted to the Council for British Archaeology for a grant towards 
the illustration of this paper. 

1 M . R. James, ibid., 34, on St. Louis' part 3 Bibl. Fr. 15104 in the Bibl. Nationale. 
in the plan of the Bible Moralisee; and in his This MS. was no. 22 in the exhibition Les Manu-
own Psalter, Bibl. Nat . Lat . 10525. scrits a Peinture en France du XII-XVI Steele, 

1 p. 104, fn. 1. Paris, 1954. Catalogue (1955), PI. I I I . 


